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A STUDY OF CULTURAL.VALUES INFLUENCING'EDUCATION4
PROGRAMMING IN WEST VIRGINIA
Tn recognition4pf the apparent persiitence of

the cultural underlay permeating in varying degrees the
'life style of West Virginians today, the research problem
4%
was three-fold.

(1)

Which of the cultqral values iden-

tified with Appalachian culture are endorsed by West
Virginia Extensidn Agents and reflectedin their work?.
(2)

Which of these cultliral values seem to reflect a

distinctive Appalachian subculture?
fa
,

(3)

To what extent

is endorsementof these values associated with effectiveness in extension work?
Procedure

The study was oon6eptualized in a context in

which culture was broadly conceived as a way of life and
the'distinctive value structure guiding Appalachian
behavior,' reflecting the ontological and cosmological

framework underlying the Appalachian way of life.
The reflection and endorsem6nt of nine selected
Appalachian cultural values,in educational programming
of extension agents in West Virginia, an Appalachian
state; North Dakota, a rural, non-Appalachian state;

and /16.w Jer'sey,' an urban, rion:sAppalachian state were

assessed.

Data were obtained fremtotel field agent population of the. three study states,

Therefore, comparison.

bf means, frequencies, and percentages of response to
.the,instrument were utilized for analysis of diffei4,ence0

between states and groups within states.
Findings
1.

Wept Virginia agents were found to be.sensi-

tive to and eridorse Appalachian 'cultural values with

greatest sensitivity being related to the Individualism
cluster of cultural valueS,
Sensitivity to cultural; values was considerably

influenced by age and tenure of agents.
2.

Differences in the endorsement of Appalachian

cultural values among West Virginia, North Dakota, and
New Jersey agefits indicated the continued existence pf

an Appalachian subculture in varying degrees.

Significant differences were found in the degree
of cultural variability within WeSt Virginia characterizing the heterogeneity of the Appalachian region.
3.

A substantial relationship was found among

age, tenure, and effectiveness of West *Virginia agents.

Older, more experienced more effective agents were found'
to be more sensitive to Appalachian cultural. values in

IP

extension educational programMing.
The findings of .t4e study indicate the desir-

ability.of the development of a training program:to.
sensitize young extension agents to the cultural values,
of the region on a Ibnctional programming level.

Train-

,

ing designed to fit eduCaUOnal programs into the c:u1,..
tural context,-of clientelet.training in the identificar

tion and understanding. of the heterogeneouS character of
the Appalachian "subculture, and development of respect

and appreciation for'lppalachian cultural values would
serve as basic components of such a program.
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INTRODUCION
.

Under the captions

The Legacy of Neglect(' and

Realities of Diprivation," the 1964 Pre&ident's Report
f"The
of the Appalachian Regional aommisSion details the mini
areas in which the Appalachian region lags behind American
society.

It summarizes its findings as follows:

,

/
This then, is Appalachia: ,a nonurban land
with ,a population over 50)percent rural but le9i
than 10 percent farm; deeply unemployed; all to
frequently deprived of the, facilities and setviceS
of amodern society; dppen ent on local juri
dictions with .an inadequat tax base and to often
reliant upon the marginal comfortS of a welfarb7
economy.l.
and then ends with:

rural Appalachia lags-behind rural America(
urban Appalachia laga behind urban America; any`
metropo4tan Appalachia lags behind metropolitan
America.4
Thus it is that Appalachia hos become, symbolic of

poverty to Americans; chaiacterized as\a land of poor
people amidst rich natural resources.

To some observers,

1 Appalachian Regional Commission, A Report 'by the

President's Appalachian Regiqnal Commission 1964. Apolachia (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing-OffiGer-------p.,16.
2

Ibid6 p. XVIII.

"*.

ti

.044.4,1`

St
it
I

a

2

Appalachiil ls a prime example of colonialism within our''

own shores, characterized' by long'tl.me exploitation of,
natural and human resources by absentee owners.

.

The yoke

of'thistype of colonialism has resulted' in the paradox /
of the natipiOs 'poorest and Most deprived populace, dwelling

aMid,the nation's richest region in terms,of natural
0

x4esouroes..

alachia has thus been theApprennial target of,.

overnMen al programs designed to help the poor.

Efforts

live repeatedly encountered limited sUccess,4 and from all
evidence-today,. the inequities.Outlintd by the ComMission's.

report continue to persist'
Developmental programs.need tcY be basek.On what

people desire with ample provision for.their cooperatiOn
'anctparticipation

decision making: To attain coopera-

tion and participations, the oulture must be taken into
,

account.

The'\impetus-fOr this re-Search rises out of the

prepVition-that-amOor-reason-whk'thesettrogramS-and
C
:

3

.

John Fetterman, IIA sold,Idea for a New AppaXachia,w
Appalachia in'theSixties, ed. by David S. Walls
and John Bi Stephenson'(1,exington:
University 6f.Kentucky,
.

1972),Pp;232--233.
4An example of limited SUCCQS by government was
the Homestead Project launched by the Roosevelt administration in the-depths of the depression at Arthurdale and
Valley Bend, West Nirginia. .The.project, destined to
failurel'was designed to giVe assistance to destitute coal
miners by transplanting them onto homesteads designed to
develop self sufficiency.

A

4,

t2

4

3

others lake them have not met with suepess is, because they '
I

.

were

imposed 'upon 'the

t

people and. not developed in the

context of tkleir culture and its values.

Only-when under-

stood in the cultural context and'at,the level of the*
4

,

people will programs possess thepotential for long tern
corrective action,
4 s,4ohn Friedman,. writing on the PerspeCtiV46Yon
.

tha problery f Appalachia, observed in.the,4pril, 1968,

r.
.

issue of Appalachia, the'Offidial4ourrial-of the ApPala7

Chian Regional Commision:
l
1

Programs such asi these will not be easy to
conceive and .carry out. They .will r6quire a much
better underatandindi of the spatial structure of

the Region and Of the social and dultural pat-'
S terns of the communities within it. Programs
fooused On'people rather thari'objects need to be
subtle, diVersifiedOlenbureauCratic0-ara respon-1,
siVe to their values; they must be conducted by .'
very expert hands. Yet for,all-the problems they
present, they,are critical components of a development strategy for a poO14 region in, a
-coon -6
,.
.1.

,1

,

c7tYrY

,

,

________ln_aLdemecraticTsccietyprograms,Of CorreAiye
action must be based on support of people if they are to
be effebtive.

Of the agencies with a, record of long time,

effort in educatiollal programming in the region, the
0

Cooperative Extensioi Service has beenone of the most
effective governmenial agencies, over a ppTiod of time,
6

John Frijedman, "Poor.Regiens and Poor:Nation,"
Number 8 (April, 1968), 17.

Appalachia,

in

4
NorRing with people in Appalaclua. 7

The prWam has been

based oa.personal interaction with elientelet.and knakedge
translated into praotical usage.

Those characteristics

have been deemed necessary for acceptance of educatiorl by
,.

vp4

rural Appalachian peopled

Secondly, for the most

riarttir_..

indigenous agents, whose effectiveness may wel4 be attrib-

uted to their reflection of the cu3tural.values'of their
clientele, have tieen developed to carry out the extension
program.
a

It is the position'bf this research that the
effectiveness of performance of extension agents is re-/
lated to the attitud"es and_behavior patterns of*the agents
f

-

and will vary from situation-to 'situation.

Furthermore,

the attitudes and: behavior patterns of indigenous agents

are more apt to reflect the value structure of their
client6le.

In this research the proposition w1 be tested
_ _ _that effectiveness of 'extension agents work'

in West

Virginia is associated With their sensitivity to culitii;-

7
Gertrude Humphreys, Adventures in Good Living
(Parsons: McClain Printing, 197), pp. 305405; buy
Stewart, A Touch of Charisma (Washington, D. C.:
(Libiiry
of Congress Catalog Card Number: 71-96038, 1969); Thoms
Ford, "The Passing of Provincialism," in The Southerd,
Ae.alachian Re ion: A Surve (Lexington: Opiversify of
Kentucky, 19.2
.

80. Norman Simpkins, "A Cultural Appi.oach to the
Disadvantaged," Marshall University,,1969, p. 9.
(Mimeographed.)

ally conditioned attitudes and behavior patterns.

rr

The Culture of the Region

Cultural Origin'
Over the years a substantial body of literature has

been coMpiled/On the Appalachian subculture, the existence
.of which-has been argued.

This research takes the posi-

tion that the Appalachian subculture continues to persigt
in varying degrees in the region and failure to recognize
this has resulted in.ineffective social Wand educational
programming.

It has been Suggested there are.four basic

reasons contributing to the Appalachian subculture:9

(1)

the people, who settled the area were rural farm oriented;
(2) they have alwdys been'isolated--physically,' Socially
And culturally from the rest .of the country,.,and whenever.
.

.

_

any group is isolated it tends to change less, rapidly than

other segments of society; (3) the people have always
existed'on a subsistence economy; and (4) the culture of
'the region is basically Celtic.
It ha6-been-pointed out that the Celti9 (ScotchIrish) background`' is perhaps the most signifi ant factor

to be considered in viewing the culture of Ailpalachian
.

people.

Although settlers of .Anglo-Saxon, bermanic and

French descent came into the area, the Celtic culture
90. Norman Simpkins, Mountain Heritage Series,
v217,caltar.L., (Morgantown: WestiVirginia University,
1973), pp. 1-7.

I

-tended to absorb them.' These Scotch - -Irish people came to

America from northern Ireland,in the early 18th Century.
Most came' seeking freedom -- freedom from religious and eo6-

nomic restrai4ts, and freedom to do much as they pleased.
They were unfriendly to the. institutions of the day.

The

patterns of settlement show they,were seeking space and
Solitude.

Although considerable numbers were literate;

evidenced.by their signing of public documents'and'
.

'possession of'boOks, they abandoned formal,education when.*

they took to the woods.,- This was a choice of profpund

signifieance'for the mOuntaineer.

They choSe freedom and

Solitude aboVe tho accouterments of Civilization..
The .Scetch-jrish moved into the (tout- back" country

of the states forming the frontier in the 1700's and gradu.

ally filtel'ed into West Virginia and the Appalachian

They formed a buffer zone between the Colonies
10
and the Indians.

-region.

It'so happened, however, the land these people
.settlqd was a rich land-7.rich in timber, coal, gas, oil,

iron ore and other minerals

-*.

Hence, the country became a

target for exploitive activities of early industrial
100.'Norman Simpkins, Mountain Heritag.? Series No.
Culture (Morgantown: West Virgini,a University, 1973,7pp. 1-7; Loyal. Jones, "The Impact of Appalachian Culture
on Aspiration" (paper read at an Institute on Expanding
Opportunities for Educational4y Disadvantaged Students
Graduate School of Social Work., Washington, D. C., June 1524, 1967).

7

-

A type of Colonialist prevailed that"ex-

development.

plotted and dePrived people.

As the wealth of the land

was dr4hed by out8ide interests, the people rre'left

with liMited resources, in addition to beingfasolat4d.
ti

These factors encouraged thedevei4kientof a society
e

isolated from mainstream America.
their old ways
once.

The people continue in

quite. content, not knowing the differ-

11
1
1

Cultural Change

Photiadias contended'Aat due to the physical
/:

make -up, isOlatiOn and hoMcnpity.of the mountain culture,

the AppalaChian region has tended to functiOas a semi-'
autonomous social system.

The. system has'retainedtor

modified, independently of the larger American society,'
alparticular set of beliefs and value orientation.
value,iystem is a product primarily of:

The

(1) the value

orientation and the beliefs of the early settlers, and
(2) the interaction of the people with the environment in
relative isolation.

He contended that even though the

Appalachian culture, a relative simplo-on6-is surrounded'
by a more complex American culture, the isolation and
restriction of interaction leads to the emphasis of some

...

.

11For a general discussion see, Harry Caudill,.
Night Come to the Cumberlands (Boston
Little, Brown
and 'Compan
Roy Clarkson, TtiMult on theMountain(Pai'SOns:
McClain Printing Compan777.T6477-----!--0

,

t,

8

values and the de-emphasis of others.12 Due to the relativo'isolation of 'areas of Appalachia, there has been a

differential rate of change between mainstream society'
and Appalachia.

Appalachian peop184 in many parts ,of.the.

region,',, remain much as they were a;,oentury-and-a-half
agoI:
O

\

Thus,'values and traits onCe'held by-most AMeieans

live on in varying' degrees in Appa1achia.13

Through the years societal changes have taken..
place influencing the isolation of the region, ',46imong the

most important changes occurring in the last few eeades
have been the rapid improvements in means of mass communication and transportation, employment. opportunities

in urban centers, and changes in formal education. 14
Because of the cultural deprivation that existed, West
Virginia was a place "to be from,"

The region has been

characterized by heavy out-migration.

The limited number

of in-migrants have tended to be absorbed by the culture.
The heavy out - migration over the last fifty years

has formed a major bridge with AmeriCan society,

together with radio.and teevision, has imprOsed the, values
12

,J-ohn H.

Photidias\ West Virginians in Their Own

State and, in Cleveland,, ReseArch Report 3 (Morgan176Z: -blest Virginia, University, 1969), p. 30.

13Thomas Ford, "The Passing of Provincialism," in
The Southern A. alachian Ro:ion: A Surve (Lexington:
University of Kentucky, 19.2
14

..

Photidias-, We_ s t'Virnians\
p.i

and in Clevelandj Ohio, p. 33.

\in Their Own State

1

9

of mainstream:tociety upon the residents of the back
hollows and rural Appalachian poople have become more
aware of the'standard of living of Middle Class America:
This has raised desires, and expectations, on the part of --

Education has been viewed as,aninstrument

the people.

for achieving the values of mainstream society.% Although
Appalachians have been'exposed to the same standards of
success as low income people throughOUt the country; the
opportunities for achieving- success have been less.

As cultural change has taken place, a shifting.

of values more compatible with mainstream America has
occurred.

-At the sametir4e Appalachian people moved to,

urban areas in pursuit of success, they found the Cultural
*transition so great they recreated their own communities
to soften the adjustment to the urban society.15:

While some values have been more readily disPlaced
by the values of mainstream society,, others have been more

persistent and resistant to change.

The Appalachian in

many ways can be considered a marginal man--one foot in
Appalachia,. the other:'in mainstream Atherica--and is to be

found in varying degrees of transition. 16
15,

16

bid., pp. 19-21.
,

H. Lewis, "Fatalism on the Coal Industy?" Mountain Life and Work, December, 1970, pp. 5-15; Berton HT-Kaplan, Blue RiAma_AnApalachian Community in Trans-.
tiara, West Virginia University Bulletin; Series 71, No. 7-2
TMorgantownt 'West Virginia University, 1971), p..135.

ftr.-6:4
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Statement of Problem
%-

In. recognition of the apparent persistenee of the
,

.

cultural underlay permeating in varying degrees the life.
style of West Virginians today, the purpose of the researoh
is to determine:

'(1) which of the cultural values iden-

tified with Appalachian culture are endorsed by Wegt_
Virginia extension agerits and reflected in their work

'(2) which of these selected cultural values seem to re-

flect a distinctive Appalachian subculture; and (3) the

extent to which endorsement of these va)ues is associated
with effectiveness in extension work.
,

-

The findings of the research should provide:

(1)

insight on the extent to which educeitional programmers in

West Virginia'take into consideration cultural values in
working with clientele groups; and (2) insight on the
relatianship between the degree of effectiveness of professional extension agents and the extent to which the
value system is given consideration.,

The research findings will have specific use in
training programs for extension agents working in the
Appalachian state.

This inforMation will have impilca.,.

tions for training for a broad range of educational pro-,
.

uammers, community and volunteer leaders and other'ageney
personnel involved in educational programming for people
of West.Virginia,

For the indigenous leader, it will help

to deVelOp'rational understanding for effective.pkgramming
and for'non-West Virginians it will help in*developin;; the
cultural sensitivity necessary for effective-programiqing.

Further,- these findings should have implications for
performariee evaluation of 0k-tension agents.

It is felt that the succesful implementation. of

quality programs can be measurably increased through a
better understanding.of the.nature ct.the relationship
between an educational programmer's recognition of the,.

value system of the people and.his.or her eff4tiveness,
This understending will enable edubators-to more under
standingly function in the culture, recognizing the-impor4.
tancse of their values.

At the same time it will eziable

,educators to achieve the overall objective of helping
people gain fuller participation in society and more
adequately share in its benefits.

Hypotheses
1.

Appalachian culttial value's are refp.ected.in

the educational,programming.of extension agents in West
Virginia.
2.

The reflection of, Appalachian cultural:Values.

in the educational programming of extension agents. 1.§.

distinctive to West Virginia as,compared to noh-Appalabhian
states.

Effective educational programmers in West

4

Virginia give-greater-attention to Appalachian cultural,

values than less effective educational programmers.
For purposes of testing these hypotheses; the

cultural values comprising the Appalachian valUe pattern
were:

traditionalism,:familisM, religion, individualism,

personalism, neighborliness, love of home place, sense
of humor,' and modesty in being one's self.

The hypothet

sized (.,11.Cerences were also tested against the variables

of age,-sexl_native or non-native Origin

and experience

or training.

Conceptual,Framewo4
Culture, broadly defined, is a way of life.

The

Appalachian subculture thus embraces those apparent
tinctive.piaterns of living found in the region which' may

give it an identity and set it apart from mainstream
American society.
.

Culture,Aheoretically'donceptualiZed;

is knowledge ,which exists on a number of interrelated
17
levels.
On the most abstract level, culture is the.

.ontology (ideas about the meaning of being) and the cosmology .,(ideas about the meaning of the universe of a

/7David Rothstein, "Culture Creation and Social
ReconstructiOn: The Socio-Cultural'Dynamics of Intergroup
Contact,",American SocioIo ical Review, Vol. XXXVII,
Number 6 (December,1972 , pp. 71-.7z

.P

13
society.

It is a system of knowledge that conceptualize

and describes the nature of man and the naturiyof the
universe.

Ontological and cosmological'conceptualizations

determine, through

questions they a

e to ask,

the answers to those questions as they are manifest in
thes'values and norms of a society.

The second level ofdulture-is comprised of y&lues
:and norms.

Values represent the goals of social action

and norms represent the rules for.attaining those goals.
.These.values.and norms are specific, to a given culture

depriVed from the ontological and cosmological conceptu.

alizations.

These. v lues give meaning to life in the

context of the ont

ogical'frame of reference.

Oft the thi d-level, -both'the ontological and the

normative'levels of culture are manifested by the.arti
facts of the culture.

These artifacts are. the tangible

products of expressed activity.
The focus of attention of this researcii-is on a

pattern ofselected valUes that'haye been suggested as
being.characteristic of the Appalachian subculture.

Stu-

dents of the culture /'generally agree that this is the

pattern of valges-mOst clearly reflected ,in the'CultilM1
Most of the values are not unique to Appalachia-but the
18

For an indepth discussion, see Review of Literature, Chapter'II.

I

cuitur 1 distinctiveness is reTlec-e'ed in the pattern of

the Values.

Under the umbrella of traditionalism, three:

distinct cluaers are observable:

('1) familism,,neighborr-

liness and love of home place; '(2)

personal7
,

ism'modesty'and being onols self, and sense of humor;
and (3) religion.

The'following,dia&at shows hW the Appala4hian
value pattern, with which this research is concerned and
included in hypothesis number '2, fits into this conceptual
framework.
Level I

tological and Cosmological,Level
rail meaning to'life and Creatidn

1,evel II

Values (and Norms)

'Appalachian Value Pattern.

Traditionalism

Familism
Neighborliness
Love of Hom6
Place

Religion n

Personalism
Modesty and Being
One's Self
Sense of Humor

I

CHAPTER II'

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The Appalachian Re ;ipn

Appalachia Is a region set apart both geographically and statistically..

Its common tie is its mountainous

terrain boldly upthrust between the prospeious eastern
seaboard and the industrial Midwekt.

The Appalachian

Regional Commission defines the area as'a highland region
which sweeps diagonally across thirteen. states fropi North-

ern Mississippi to Southern Ne'w York and divides it into
.

P),

four sub-regions:

southern, central, northernt-and high-

-_%t.

landW Other writers%have defined the region in similar.
ways.

2

Projections' of future developMent of Appalachia

while indicating an urbanizing trend show a strong rural
persistence.

"The, growing service economy

.

.

. will mean

'Appalachian Regional Commission, The Urban-Rural
Growth SCrategv in Appalachia. Washington,
ApIT6Ta.-.
chian Regional Commission, September, 1970. See map, ..
Appalachian Regional'' Commission.

2John C. Campbell,. The Southern Highlander and
His Homeland (Lexington i UniversIty o, Kentucky Press,
1921), p. 10; Thomas Ford, "The.Pasing of Provincialism,"
in The Southern
alachian Region: A Survey (Lexington:,
University of Kentucky, 1962
front cover.
15
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A<
slight acceleration in the rural to urban shift in W. Va,
.

But W. Va. will still be far more rural than the nation
as a whole in' 1980."3

Projecting to the' year 2000,

Pickard4 predicts.the central zone of the Appalachian
region, including all of West Virginia, will coAtinue'to
be rural;. however, the area will be of speCial'interest

to planners and officials seeking to solve congestion
problems on the eastern seaboard.

One pf the dangers

.

facini'the region is that of replicatingsthe problems in
the diffused areas that they will be created to alleviate.

This st6dy.is liMited to West Virginia, the only
state completely in the AppalcSian 'region.

Pihdings,

while not generalizable to the totality. of the region,

are not without regional implications.
Appalachian Culture

Appalachia has been characterized as a region of
contrasts.

It is comprised of variations in lire style,

moving from the deep core of relatively great isolation
at the center to thefringe areas th'at have greater access

.

3 William H. Miernyk, "West Virginia. n 19803- More

People, and More Jobs,"
Fall, 1973, P. 5.

West Virginia University Magazine,

4Jerome Pickard, "Population in Appalachia and the
United States: Year 2000," Appalachia, Vgl. V, No. 7
.(July-August, 1S'2), pp..8-39.

.v
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.

to tho large society.

5

Within this spectrum. one finds

--------

rural and urban families, poverty and affluence, subsistence and commercial farming, 'coal miners and coal
mine owners, *alienation and hope, isolation and communit.a.

tion."

6

Dr. Earl D. C. Brewer described the region as

. an 'interplay between stability and change;

isola-

tion andcontrast; the primitive and progressive.

Where

".

.

elise

can one find such contrasts as Elizabethan folklore

and atomic reactors; planting by the moon -and' scientific

agriculture; medieval demonplowi and modern medicine;
beliefs that God sends floods to wipe-out the sinful as
in Noah's time and TVA; the primitive Protestant emphasis
on individualism and the overloaded welfare roles?"
At, the same time, Photiadis pointed out that due

to the physical makeup, isolation and homogeneity `of the
mountain culture, the Appalachian Region has functioned
as a semiautonomous social system.

The system retained

or modified a particular set of beliefs upon which
1

5N. M. Hansen, Rural. Povgrily and the Urban Crises,

Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1971.
Ford, "The Passing of Provincialism," p. 12.

See also
%

6James E. Montgomery and Grace S. McCabe, "Housing
Aspirations of Southern Appalachian Families," Home Economcs Research Journal, Vol. II, No. 1 (Septembe771973),
r,

'Harry Ernst and Charles H. Drake, "The Lost Appa1 aaians," Appalachia it) the Sixties, edited by David S.
Walls and John B. St6phtnson (Lexington: University of
Kentucky Press, 1972), p. 5; see also John Campbell, The
Southern Hivillander and His Homeland, p. X V.

k

ideology and value orientations were based.

This belief

system and its ideology were strongly influenced by two
things:

(1) the beliefs and value orientations of the

early settlers,

8

and (2) the typq of interaction patterns

fostered by the physical makeup O'f. the region.9
How much the cultural background and homogenel.ty

of the early settlers, the physical make-up of the region
and its isolation from,4-.he surrounding culture have con-

tributed to making Appalachia different in beliefs and
values from the outside, including rural people elsewhere,
is difficult to ascertain. 10
Campbell noted that there are "difficUlties in
the way of writing of', peopled who, while forliiing a deft -,

nite geographical and social;grOVP, were,by no mewls
socially homogeneous."" 11

Even so, most/people living

within Appalachia have come out of the sub-culture and so
share it as a background.
-

8

For a ,p9pular description of the early SouthPen
Appalachian Society see Harry M. Cavdill, Night Comes to
the Cumberlands (Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1963).1

9John D. Photiadis, "Rural Southern Appalachia':
and Mass Society," Change.in Rural A alachia, edited by
John Er. Photiadis and Harry K. Schwa:zwe er (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylria Press, 1970), p. 5.
lo

John D. Photiadisi West Vir inians in Their Own
_State end in Cleveland, Ohio, Research RepOr 3
orgqp
town:' Wept Virginia University, Center for Appalachian
Studies and Development, 1969), p. 30.
11

Camp ell, The Southern Highlander and His-Homeland, p. XIV.

ti
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No culture. is simply a 'Collection oftraits, but

each has its distinctive attributes and emphasis.

The

distinctive themes bf Appalachian culture in earlier days

were ndt difficult to identify,since they attracted the
attention of practically all who wrote about the region.
In examining thee web, of mountain life, oAe finds themes

of individualism, traditionalism, fatalism and religion'
intertwined and generally, theAgh not alwayS, supporting.
Most so-called "mountain traits" are to be found in one

form or another throughout the nation, particularly in
rural areas. 12

Photiadis contended that these same values

have Occupied a higher rank in the hierarchy of the value
orientation-of the rural Appalachian as compared to the

orientation of those in urb

centers and those outside

the 'regian.13

To a considerable extent the popular but erroneous
impression cc a homogeneous mountain, culture stems f:Ta

the fact that most contemporary studies have been of
isolated communities, often'selected because they reflected
a way of life rapidlydisappearsing from the remainder of
the region.

Not only has this bias created a false impres-

`sion of homogeneity, but it has also tended to obscure.the
-

13

"The Passing of.Provincialism,fi pp. 11-32.

Photiadis, West Virginians in Their Own State and

in Clevelandt Ohio, p.--752.

r.
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tremendous cultural changes thathavebeen taking place
14
for many years..

The Southern Appalachian people:, although they

may.lag in their social- and economic development, are
-living in the twentieth Century.

To be sure, they retain

the imprint of their rural cultural background, but for
the most part their way of life, their beliefs,, their

fears and their aspirations are not radically different
from those of most Americans. 15

Sociologists and anthropologists have long recognized.that all parts of the culture do not change.at an
equal rate.

As a general rule, the technological aspects

are the first to change, *followed more slowly by adapta-

tions-of social organization to new techniques.

Most

resistant to change are the sentiments, beliefs and values
of the people.

So, we may well surmise that the Value

systems of Appalachian people may still be rooted in the
frontier,, even though the base of the economy has shifted

from agriculture to industry and commerce, and the people
themselves have increasingly concentrated in4lcities and

toms .16
Many of the value systems which could'-be considered
1 / 1Pord,
1!)

1

Ibi

"The Passing of,Provincialism," p. 10.
p. 34.

;4 9.
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characteristic-of the early Appalachian society could
undoubtedly, in one form or' another, be found in other
segments of American society.

Factors considered to be

responsible for differ'entiating Appalachia from other

cultures, or, more generally differentiating between any
Cultures are the following:

(1) variations within a par-

ticular type of value system; (2) a CombinatiorCof certain

particular value systemsHxr (3) the pakicular ranking
of value systems in order.of importance.

these three

factors are considered to be the most crucial in dif-

ferentiating the Appalachian value system frowthat of
main stream society. 17

,

Even though in theeyes of some scholars it, might

appear that the value-system-of-an Appalachian culture

does not differ-from mainstream AmeribM culture, the
particular pattern,of values 'held bSi Appalachian people

may tend to set the culture apart.
Values may be viewed as basic components of our
perSonality that are developed to a large extent during,

the early years of our life, and change little during the

rest of ourlife. -Values are criteria within-an ontological framework which help us decide what is good-or bad,
right or wrong, important or unimportant and desirable
undesirable.
17

or.

They are basic determinants of behavior and

Pho iadis, West. Vir_ginians in Their Own StE:te
Ohio, pp. 29-30.

and in Cleveland

23.

determine more stables and wider areas of behavior than

attitudeS or opinions.

).

Knowledge of the value orientation

of a: given people provides an understanding of their needs
and motivations.

Hence, ValueS constitute the basis for

the nature and integration of the social- system of Appa18
lachia.

Lewis observed that Appalachian people, referred
to as mountain people, have the ability to assimilate the
larger culture if they wish.

Her obseivations depict these

people as bicultural, being exposed to values of the

greater society as well as to their own heritage.

She

maintained that they choose values they wish to inoorporate into their livest-being ready to accept alternpte
sets if they should prove more appropriate. 19

Ford in

discussing fatalism, also made reference to this ability
of Appalachian people to accept whichever set of values

that gives most meaning to their immediate situation."'
Many, perhaps most of` the significant social

changes that have come abOut in the mountains have been
brought about through migrants bringing back new ideas,

18John D. Photiadis and B. E Maurer, Community.
Size and Social Attributes iny1,14.101lial Research
17667i757Worgantown:. West Virginia University, Appalachian Center, 1972), pp. 7 8.
19
H. Lewis, 'Fatalism or the Coal Industry,"
Mountain Life and Work, December, 1970, pp. 5-15..
20
Ford, "The Passing of Provincialism," p. 16.
,

7
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new patterns, new values, or having their kinship come to
their new homes where they learn about outside folkways
and norms.

".

.

.

My collegues and I are convinced that

the Appalachian kinship system has in many ways contributed
significantly to the adjustment of migrants'and to their
personal stability.

This is an often overlooked and un-

appreciated function of the Appalachian family. "21
Studies and observations thus provide ample eviO

dence the factors which contributed to development and
maintenance of the Appalachian subculture have to a great
extent all but diSappeared under the leveling impact of
mainstream society over the past fifty years.

At thp same

time, the subculture has demonstrated a remarkable persistence, apparently continuing as a cultural underlay

permeating with varying degrees of intensity, life thrpugh/

,out the region.

Hence, apparently contradictory conclu-

sions may be drawn from studies of Appalachia.

While on

the one hand it is still possible to conduct studies of
isolated communities (Brown, Weller, Kaplan, et al.) fully.

reflecting the Appalachian subculture of the past, it is
equally possible for other natives of the region to move
with the greatest ease and freedom in mainstream society
without the slightest taint of their cultural heritage
21

James S. Brown, "The Family Behind the Migrant,"
AepaTlaia in Lhe Sixties, edited >by David S. Walls and
'John B. i3tePi6iisOT-i "(Toyangtoti:
University of Kentucky
Press, 1972), pp. 155-156.

o.
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showing or

profess\\ ing

any personal, identity with :Ad

Many,

residentS, thus, are found who no longer identify with or
consider-themselves Appalachian, -yet many of:them may;still

carry much of the Appalachian value pattern.

In this they

exhibit the long standing (Celtic) cultural characteristic
of lacking cultural identity.

t is precisely thiS heterOgeneity of the state of
.cultural change that lies at the heart of the problem for
educational programmers.

To be sensitive to the extent to

which the cultural heritage is operative among those where
least evident or expected, and to be able to function
effectively among those where fully in evidence is the
challenge confronting those who would be involved in the'
development of the region.

Of even greater significance is the task of helping
Appalachians retain those cultural values and life patterns
of substance in the past and of meaning-today and not
become lost as part of the price of greater participation
in mainstream society.

The depersonalization accompanying

increasing urbanization of society is of ever growing
concern.

In the face of this, the importance of retain-

ing the person orientation, family and kin relationships
and basic religious beliefs which give meaning to life is
if increasing significance today.

Herein, the Appalachian

subculture may have much to contribute to the urbanized
culture of mainstream America,

,

26
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Writers

22

on Appalachian culture generally concur

on the predominant pattern of values characterizing the
way of life of Appalachian people.

Among these are tra-

ditionalism, familism, neighborliness, love orhome place,
individualism, personalism, modesty and being one's self,
sense of humor and religion.

As indicated in the conceptual framework the pat-

tern of, values with which we are concerned may be-system-

atically considered in the following manner:

under the

umbrella of traditionalism, three distinct clusters of
values emerge.

These will be discussed individually.

Traditionalism
As recent as 1970, Brown,.Schwerzweller, and Manga-

lam found in their studies of Beech Creek, Kentucky, that
I'.

,traditionalism, in short, served as the standard
22

Jack E. Weller, Yesterday's People (Lexington:
The' University Press of Kentucky, 1971); O. Norman Simpkins, Mountain Heritage, Series 7, Culture (Morgantown:
West. Virginia University, 197:3); Loyal-Jones, "The Impact
of Appalachian Culture on Aspiration": Revision of a paper
read at an institute on Expanding Opportunities for Educa
tionally Disadvantaged. Students in Graduate Schools of
SocialWork (Washington, D. C., June l-24, 1967); Loyal
Jones, "Appalachian Values," Ap alachians S eak U
Compiled-by Irmgard Best (Berea, Kentucky, 1912 ; James S.Brown, Harry R. Schwarzweller, and J. J. Mangalam,, Mountain
Families in. Transition (Philadelphia: The PennsylvaniaN.03aiversity Press, 1971); Berton H. Kaplan, Blue
,

RidatAnATjpalachian Community in Transition, *ea-77Virginia University Bulletin, Series 71, No. 7-2 (Morgantown:
West Virginia University, 1971); Ford, The Passing
of Provincialism."

27

of s.thndards, the legitimating principle integrating the

various eleJnts of culture and social structure and thereby tending to protect the integrity of this system, main-

taining stability, and warding off the system-disturbing
influences of modornization."23- They indicated traditionalism lay back of every aspect of the Beech Creek
culture, sanctioning and accounting foii the behavior,

attitudes, and valued ideas of the people.

Most of the

beliefS' and practices were handed down relatively intact

from one generation to another, and because they were
the beliefs and practices of fathers and forefathers, they
were deemed right; they were prescriptions to be followed.
At the same time

Ford observed that traditionalism-

is a cultural trait that seems strangely out of place in
a national society that so highly prizes progress, achieve,

ment and success.

However prevalent and strong this Value

was a generation ago, there is evidence that it has substantially weakened in recent decades. 24

As long ago as 1899 the/people were characterized
as "contemporary ancestors, "25 and a few years later
23

Harry K. Schwarzweller, James S. Brown, and J. J.
Mangalam, Mountain Families in Transition (University Park
and London: The Pennsylvania State University. Press,
1971), p. 67.
24
Ford, "The Passing of Provincialism," pp. 15-16.
2 5William G. Frost, "Our-Contemporary Ancestors in

The Southern Mountains," Atlantic Mbnthiy, LXXXIII (March,

1899), pp. 311,19

20

Kephart described the mountaineer as being bound to the
past in an amazing way:

"their adherence to old ways is

stubborn, sullen and perverse to a degree that others cannot comprehend."26

As recent as 1970 Weller characterized them as
"yesterday's people."

He observed that while much of

American culture has faced so many changes within the last,

hundred years as to leave many people virtually rootless,

mountain life, as it has continued more or less in its
stat'c way, has preserved the old traditions and ideas.27,
While writers have generally agreed that traditionalism is a dominant value of Appalachian culture, they
have not always recognized its, interdependence with the
religious faith which .is perhaps the most important factor

which gives meaning to life (ontology) of .Appalachian'
people.

Familism
Brown and Schwarzweller
-,

that the Appa-

lachian 'family tended to emphasize family traditions.

Pat-

terns of behavior, attitudes, the manner 'of dealing with
6

Horace Kephart, Our SouLhamliiijshLatida (New York:
Outing Publishing Company, 1915), p. 23.
2

27

Weller, Yesterday's People, p. 33.
28
James Brown and Harry K. Schwarzweller, "The
Appalachian Family," Change in Rutral Appalachia, eds.
John D. Photdadis and Harry K. Schwarzwel107Thiladelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1970), pp. 85-97.
.
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everyday problems and erise

as well as iaerfaMily friend-

_

ship, ties, tend to remain

`generation,within a give

pry "similar generation after
family.

The Appalachian family is less child centered than
the average Ameri can familY; momntaan parents are not as

erssive, 'Bmwn observed, or as non-directive and there
is more reliance on physical punishment.

The extended

family provides additional outlets. for fulfillment of

children's emotional needs and affection,

Children are

brought up by parents but kinsfolk share affectjonal roles
with them.

Life in Appalachia, especially,durig frontier

times, made it necessary for kin group members to look to

each other for many things and to count on each other in
times of crises.

Asa result, the mountaineer holds.a deep'

respect and abiding loyalty to kinsfolk; "this alone may
be the key distinguishing feature of the Appala6hian fam-

.ily.29
Dr. Robert Coles, eminent Harvard psychiatrist, was
quoted in a newspaper account of a tour through Kentucky

as observing:

"Since families mean a lot, in old age they

continue to mean a lot.

Theelderly are usually; spared

that final sense of abandonment and uselessness so commonly
the fate of the middle-class suburban aged."39
29

Ibid., p. 94.

30 Article, Lexinqton.T,eader, July, 1967.

6
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41eller rioted that the only big planned social,

event ih the life of the mountaineer is 'the family,re-

union, sometimes attended by several hundred persons.

.

The reunion is usually characterized by'sumptuous food,

singing preaching,andl.dr addresses by political fig
.ures.

Drown concluded in his work with migrant'families
that the familinot only performs.the .function. of telling
..

...

.

,

1

`potential,Pligrants at home about job oppoitunitiessand
I

motivating them to move to Ile city, but educates and
socializes,them after they arrive no they know how to
behave in'the greater society. 32
',The extended family:provides the individual with
a haven 'of safety in time of ecouomic crises and a social

psychological cushion'in time of peronal stress.

Recent

evidence suggests th4t traditional patterns' of,family

behavior are being disturbed,anci that stability of the

rural Appalachian faMUy is being threatened by the forces

of_changeThere is little doubt that "the Appalachian
family and the familistic orientations' of mountaineers

will play increasinglyHimportant roles ih-facilitating or
hindering 'the ,processes of future regional development."33
31

Weller, YIsterdavls-PPople, p. 49.

32'

Brown, "Family Behind the Migrant," p.,154.

3313rown

p. 83

and Schwarzweller, "The Appalachian Family,"

31

11.

Neighborliness
Closely related to the value of familiSm and the

extended family is the mountaineer's basiq quality of
nejghborliness and hospitality.

Jones saw this,basic

value as somewhat,augmenting the strong independence of
mountain people.

Frontier conditions'made

for people to help each other to build house

t necessary
raise

barns,' share work and provide shelter and fo d for travelers.

No greater compliment' could be paid a mountain

family than referring to them as being "clever."

This

did not refer to cunningness or intelligence, but it
' indicated they were hospitable and generous with food

and lodging.34
Love of Home Place
';Mountain people never really forget their place

of native origin and many return as often as possible.

The home place is symbolic of the family and reinforces
the fierce family loyalty felt by the mountaineer.

There

seems to be a sentimental tie with the people and expe,

0.ences associated with the home place.

Simpkins noted

that the strong attachment to the land and love of the
31

}Jones, "Appalachian Values," p. 113; O. Norman
Simpkins, Mountain Heritage Series
Culture (Morgantown: West Virginia University, 1972
pp.
-70ylene P.
Dial, Mountain Heritage Series 6, LanguaKe (Morgantown:
West Virginia University, 19727, p. 3.
,
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hillS marks every holiday with large numbers of cars,

bearing out-of-state license plates, returning to visit

home and kin. The tie seem to continue long after they
have left the area,

Further evidendg to support this

strong attachment is the large numbers Of people brought

back from urban areas andnearby states for burial.35.
Individualism
.

Individualism accompanied by self reliance are

perhaps the Most obvious characteristics of mountain
people as observed by Campbell.36' He saw in the Southern,
Appalachian, an "American, a rural dweller of the agri-.

cultural class, and a mountaineer who is still more or
less of a pioneer.

His dominant trait is independence

raised to the fourth power.

4 Heredity and environment have conspired to make
him an extreme individualist.

While railroads and high-,

ways joined the life of the urban Appalachian to that of
the rest of the country over a century of time, the rural

Appalachian remained isolated and the existence of the
pioneer persisted.

His independence became intensified.

Circumstances fOrced him to depend upOn his own action
until he came to consider independent action not only as
35Ibld., p.'12 and p. 4.
36
__Campbell, The Southern Highlander and His Homeland, pp. 90-91.

33
a prerogative but a duty.

He was the lawinot only in the

management of affairs within the home, ,but in the rela-

tion of the home to the world without.
Campbell further noted that time was of little

importance to,tV-4untaineer; tomorrow would do as well
as today.

Discipline was' exceedingly hard for him to
r '

endure and he'/Was very apt to be homesick when long away

from the mountains.

Outsiders found it'irritating to

have plans, interrupted for no reason other than that the

mountaineer who had promised to help him "just naturally.

got out of the notion."37
As Turner observed nearly a century ago in his

writings of the traits mdnifested on the frontier, "We
are not easily aware of the de

influence of this indit.
vidualistic way of thinking] about our present condition.

It persists in the midst of a society that has passed
away from the conditions that occasioned it."38
In his analysis of individualis6, T.ephart put it
this *ay:

"Here then is a key to much that is puzzling

in highland character.

In the beginning

isolation was

forced upon the mountaineers; they accepted it as inevi-

table and tore-it with stocial fortitude until in time
37

pp. 93-121.

38 Frederick J. Turner, "The Significance of the

Prontier in American History" in Report of the Historical
A3sociation, 7.89!)', pp. 199-22Y.

34

they came to love- solitude for. its 'own sake and to find

compensation in it for lack of society." 39
A half century later, Weller noted that
hollows where families livpd were separated from other
hollows and communication was limited, each household
tended to live a separate life. ,Through the years this
.Slas caused the mountaineer to come to admirefthe man who

was most independent, both economically and socially.
%

The independent and self reliant spirit remains a valuable
40
asset of any people.
Brown, in his-Beech Creek studies, concluded that
individualism was an obvious characteristic of the personality and ".

.

.

appeared to have been derived from

the basic tenents of puritanism coupled with a firm belief
in the ultimate rightness of democracy.

It provided the

Beech Creeker With an - unsettling, but driving strength "4l

Personalism
Weller has insightfully pointed out that personalism is a style of life in the mountains and that the Appar

lachianperson's primary goal is to have a meaningful
relationship with other members in his family and peer
39 Kephart, Our Southern Highlands, p. 306.
1°Weller, Yesterday's People, p. 30.

41

Sohwarzweller, Brown, and Mangalam, Mountain
Families in Transition, p. 214.
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(

He is more aware of person-to-person relationships

group'.

than of a time schedule which Must be, kept.

Each contact

is a person to person encounter that takes time.
Jones observed:

persons as they are.

"Mountain people tend to accept

They may not always like other

individuals, but they are able to tolerate them.

They

tend to judge. others on a personal basis rather than on

how they look, their credentials or accemplishments." 43
A high value is placed on the relationships that exist
with other people.
Appalachian people ".

.

.

see other people as whole

individuals," observed Simpkins in his writing on personalism,

Unlike the urban oriented individual who tends to

see other people as objects in specific roles, the Appalachian sees the whole person without much role definition.

44

Modesty

Most mountain people are modest about their abilities.

It is difficult to determine whether this modesty

is genuine or is a social mannerism.

The mountaineer

believes.he is as good as anyone else but no better.
42

Weller, Yesterday's People, pp. 53-57.

43Jones,
44

p

Jones

"Appalachian Values," pp. 114-115.

Simpkins, MOuntain Heritage Series 7, Culture,
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contended.he is one of the most egalitarian personS-alive.

This belief in equality coupled with his tendency to be
satisfied with whatever fate deals him, has almost com-

pletely removed any comp4etiveness from his makeup.

He

further catended that mhuntaineers have a pretty realistic
view'of themselves-they never believed that man could be
perfect.

45

Wel er further observed that the Appalachian

will go to great lengths to avoid 'situations where:a difference of opini

exists.

Sense of Humor
Humor has sustained mountain people in hard times.

Jones saw the mountain man's humor being tied to his concept of man and the human condition.

The mountaineer sees

humor in man's pretensions to power and perfection and in
his inevi able failures.

practical

Simpkins brought out that a.

oking kind of humor still exists in the region,

particularly in the rural area ;.

46

The humor of Appalachian people is often reflected

in their song, story, and speech, for it is here that they
have mastered the simile and metaphor.
It

.

.

Dial stated that

speakerS of Southern Mountain dialect are past
45

Johes, "Appalachian Values," pp. 116117;. Jones,
"The Impact of. Appalachian Culture' on Aspiration"; Weller
.Yesterday's People, p. 47.
46

Jones, '';Appalachian Values," p. 12; Simpkins,
iAountain Horitvo 9orier. 7 t Culture, p. 118.
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masters of the art of coining vivid descriptions.

Their

everyday conversation is liberally sprinkled with such
gems as

'That man 'is so Contrary, if you throwed him in

a river he'd float upstream!' or 'She walks so slow they

.

have to set stakes to see if she's a-movini!"47
Religion
Religious values so thoroughly permeate;the culture'

of the Appalachian region that it is impossible to treat

meeingfully any aspect of life without taking them into
consideration.

Because these religious values underlie

so many attitudes and beliefs, they exert complex and

1
frequently subtle influences on behavior which are not
always apparent to outside observers or even to the people
48
themselves.
Writers are generally agreed that the culture ,of

the people is intertwined with their religious faith.
Hill, in discussing southern ProteE'tanism wrote, ".

.

. for-

mal theological propositions are always filtered through
cultural experience

.

.

.

the religious factor is not

official, creeds but what people perceive the church's
truth-claims 'to be, in line with the &Tiplex of assump-

tions and pictures with which cultural participation has

,.

17Dial, Mountain Heritage Series 6,_Languaat,

.7.
48

Ford, "The Passing of Provincialism," pp. 21-22.
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\equipped them. "1 }9
\.

Hudson sari

the

religious belief system

Of the rural South being enmeshed with the larger culture.
Salvation 'was seen as pivotal for the fundamentalist

Christian belief-system end it enabled the individual to
.

. make some kind "of sense out of the world in .which

he'finds himself."50 Nelson has concluded that the "con,

sequences of the enmeshing Of the religious and the more
general culture in the South should be assessed."51
In a study of religion in West Virginia, Photiadis
observed that

If one were to consider one significant

part of Appalachian culture which appears to be more
typically Appalachian than other parts, undoubtedly it
would be Appalachian'religion."
".

.

He also pointed out that

small size, homogeneity and isolation are attributes

which form the building of a community social system
characterized by high cohesiveness and, in turn, favors

preserVatiOn of old institutional forms, including those

associated to religionand resistent to change.

In other

49

Samuel S. Hill, "The South's Two Cultures," in
Samuel S. Hill, Jr.,,et al., Religion and the Solid South
(Nashville, TennesseeT75ingdon Press, 19/2 , p. 32.
54Charles Hudson, "The Structure of the Fundsmentalist Christian Belief System" in Samuel S. Hill, et
al
Religion and the Solid South (Nashville, Tennessee;
Abingdon Press, 1972), pp. 135 -36.
51

Hart M. Nelson, Thomas W. Madron, and Karen
Steward, "Image of God and Religious Ideology and Involvement: A Partial Test of Hill's Southern Culture-Religion
Thesis, Review of ReLigioU*Research, Vol. XV, No. 1 (Fall,
1973), P. 74--T":
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r.

words, there was, and Iq an extent still isp'a'tend6ncy
in the small community to, retain the religion of the early

settlers."52

Brown and Sol arzweller.found in their

Beech Creek studies that whit

puritanism of the people

was, not exactly the same as th t of early settlers, it
-------,

was nevertheless a. formlof purit

woven into one of the fundamental
culture.

i40, and that it was
dine complexes in the

A belief prevailed that .ev ry man should b,

economically indepdndent and thdt-pov rty was due to
.

individual failings.

...

.

Thus, the "belief system not only

legitimized but sanctioned the individual's driVe toward
economic success, his concern for the future and repression
of immediate desires, his hard work and his conviction
that he had within himself the power to 'becemel."53
Ford observed in his writing that fatalism developed in the mountains in response to the same circumstances
that were responsible for the other-wordly emphasis of
mountain religion.

Both philosophies share the premise

that fife is governed by external forces Over which'humans
have little or no control.

0,.......

This belief seemed necessary

to withstand the harshness of mountain life. 54

Simpkins

52

John Photiadis and B. B. Maurer, Religion in an
Appalachian State, Research Publication No. 6 (morganiown:
West Virginia University, 1974), p. 1.
53

Schwarzweller, Brown, and Mangalam,'Mountain
Families in Transition, pp. 61-63.
54

Ford, "The Passing of Provincialism," p. 16.
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referring to this same characteristic put it in a much.
more positive light by Calling it "situational realism."
55

Maurer 5' observed "the heart of eur mountain heri-

tage lies in qur religious'faith

.

.

.

it was religion

that gave meaning to the mountain way of life."
Joned contended that

.o

One has to understand the religion of the mountaineer before he can begin to understand moun:-..
taineers.
In the beginning we were Presbyterians,
Episcopalians, and other formally organized
denominations, but these churches required an-,,
educated clergy and centralized organization,
impractical requirements in the wilderness, and
so locally 'autonomotls sects grew up. -These
individualistic churches stressed the fundamen-:
tats of the faith and depended on local resources
and leadership.
Many social reformers
. view the local
sect churches as a hindrance to social progress.
Whatthey fail to see is that it was the church
which helped sustain us and made life worth
living in grim situations. Religion shaped our
lives, but at the same time we shaped, our religion.
Culture and religion are intertwined.
The life on the frontier did not allow for an
optimistic social gospel. One was lucky if he
endured.
Hard work did not bring a sure reward.
Therefore the religion became fatalistic and
stressed rewards in another life.
The important
thing was to get religion--get saved--which meant
accepting Jesus as one's personal savior. It
was and is a realistic religion which fitted a
realisi4c people. It is based on belief in the
Original Sin, that man is fallible, that he will
fail, does fail. We mountaineers readily see
that the human tragedy is this, that man sees so
clearly what he should do and what he should not
do and yet he\fails so consistently
There
is strong belief in the Golden Rule. These
beliefs, and variations on them, have sustained
.

.

.

-55

B. B. Maurer, Mountain Heritage Series, No. 4,
Religion (Moront:ovJn
We
Virginia University, 197727,

pp. y-,16.

us, have given our lives meaning and have helped
us torationalize our lack of material success.
Every group.of people must have meaning in their'
lives, must believe in themselves. Religion
helps to make this belief possible. There are
iew Appalachian atheists.
.-Many of the
values and beliefs have religious origins.1,56
.

.

Kaplan, in his description of the religious life
in Blue Ridge, most, insightfully showed the direct rela-

tionship of the religious faith to the bahavior of the
resident'.

"Much of their religious service is concerned

with open talk about low social and economic status, but
they believe that the mansion of heaven will compensate
Alem'for their low positions.

Indeed, many belieye that

suffering makes them holier in this life. "57`

Implications far Programming

Goodenough stated that a community whose members
have strong emotional bonds with ongianother through joint
participation in traditional activities is likely to be
conservative' regarding any changes they feel threaten
existing ties.

Ptoposals for community development that

threaten activities or objects having this kind of meaning
for people are sure to be met with resistance.

Concerted

action in resistance may result in development of com56Jones ;
"Appalachian Values," pp. 110-111.
57

Berton H. Kaplan, Blue Ridge, An Appalachian
Community in Transition, Office of Research and Development ClUrgantown: West Virginia University, 1971),
P. 121.
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munity spirit and-promote even more resistance to the
proposed change. 58

The personal values of a people deteinine how they
react, to other people.

It is this area of privilege that

contributes to the complexities and subtleties of social,
'interaction.

"We must get to know people intimately if

\\
Nx

we are to adjust our.behavior to fit Well with their
personal values

.

.

.

."

59

Likewise, Meaa60 observed, "There is no possible
y.

prescription except.this insistence upon taking into
account the culture and the situation and the individual
involved."

What implications do the beliefs and values of the
Appalachian people, as herein

resented, hold for those

who are, actively working to promote social and economio
change in the region? The late Howard 0dum61 observed

more than a quarter of a century ago with reference to
the entire South:
58
York;

"To attempt

.

.

.

to reconstruct its

Ward H. Goodenough, Cooperation in ChrAue (New

Russell Sage FoundatiOn, 1.96-3), A. 91. Sae .also
Max Glenn, Aaillaohia in Transition (St. Louis:- Bethany,
1970).

59

Goodenough, CooperationinChanga, pp. 98-99.

60

Margaret Mead, Cultural Patterns and Technical
Chang2, ed. Margaret goad, A Mentor Book (The New American
Library, 1955), p. 289.
61

Stato

Howard Odum, Southern Region of the United
(Chapel. Hill, North Carolina, 1936)0 p. 499.

0,
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agriculture and economy without coming to grips with its
folk culture and attitudes would be quite futile."
62
Miller,
writing on conducting programs in Appalachia, observed that ".

.

.

since the concerns and values

of low -- income people may vary from those of people in the

mainstream of society, programs will need to be skillfully
designed in ways which, appeal to such concerns if their

participation is to be sustained once it is obtained,"
el

and ".

. program planners need to understand and take

.

full account of the attitudes, concerns and environmental

circumstances of the low-income groups for which programs
are intended."

The Appalachian value pattern is'an overriding
influence in the "way of life" in many, parts of the Appalachian region.

This value pattern influences in many

respects the individual and collective activities of the

people in Appalachiaeven in the cities and urban communities.

In view of the lack of research findings on

the extent of the adjustment in value patterns of upwardly

mobile Appalachians in urbanized society over extent:led
period's of time, a serious gap exists in oxlr understanding

of the process of cultural assimilation.- To understand
62

Robert W. Miller, Beryl Johnson, Wil
and. Frederick Zeller, Approaphes to University Bxtension
1.1ork with the Rural Disadtvantazed, Office of Research and
T5rnTe1 opmen-t Trite rgentown
West Virginia University, 3962),
:

rh,

134.
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the influence of the Appalachian value pattern is el
important requisite to understanding the region.

All,

studies and programs, therefore, for Appalachia Should
begin on this premise.

". t

Success in dealing with

.

the Appalachian culture, on a rang time premise, will
come with adoption of progrziths which adapt to,the'cul7
ture.'

Forest

64

suggested ".

.

. analyzing programming

sithations according to the prealent societal volues
because our 'values give meaning, perspective, and impor-

tanceoto the needs, new technical

or actions we

experience.'!

It is important that agents of change learn the

culture of his,clients in order to be able to design
intelligent programs for change and forsee the new probL.A

lems that such changes will bring.

His ability to learn

the culture is enhanced if he has some idea what faces
him.

It is i4orVant to be aware of the kinds of cul-

tural difference.; that exist' and of the pitfalls to under-

standing and cqmmunication that they create .65

{...1
0Ernest J. Nesius, The Role oi.the Church in
Appalachia" (paper preserited to the Commission on Religion
in Appalachia, Knoxville, Tennessee, October 17-19, 19 6),
p. 4.
66t

averne B. Forest, "Using Values to Identify
Pregpam Needs," Journal of Extension, .Vol. XI, No. 3

(Fall, 1970, p.

65
.Goodenough, Cooperation in Change, po 453.
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Many of a people's customary beliefs provide the,
axiomatic underpinnings for the values explicit in' their
social order.

Personal value orientations, on the other
hand, tend to remain unverbalized. 66 It is no simple.

matter to tailor one's program to local values, since
values shift from one setting to another. 67

Understanding the social values of a people is

thekey to understanding their culture.

People evaluate

programs in keeping with their scale of values.

If some-

thing represents what they deem important, the weight of
tradition and group sentiment will be behind it.

If, on

the other hand, a program has little connection with what
is considered important, it is in for a difficult time.
One approach is to interpret the program so that it will

tie in directly with the primary social values of the
68
area.
Goodenough maintained that in whatever guise it
may appear, it is safe to say that the missionary approach
to development, in which an agent's objectives is to change
others lives,according to his values, can succeed only

when 'the elints have decided that these are the values
they wish to live by.
66

"Development planning aimed at

Ibid., p. 99.

6'

/Ibid., p. 102.

68_

Irwin T. Sanders, Makinr, Good. Communities Better
(Lexington: University of KonTiAcky Press, 19507-i).
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transOttng the agent's values to his clients is almoc;i:
certain to fail."

If the object is to help ,people it

rove

their material and psychological well-being, then th re
is need to' try to bring gout ,changes in their social

order and the values by which they live onl' insofar as

they function to prevent improyement
own sense of well-being.

one's clients'

Whenever one group seeks to

impose rules of conduct on other groups that are incom.,
pa-bible with the latter's values, systematic evasion
69
results.

I

Mead'

observed "When the particular values of a

given culture are to be used as a vehicle for change, such
a use should be planned and applied by those memberS of
/
the culture who share the belief or the aspiration which
is.to be used."

If. members of the group do the planning,

they will be "adapting theix oWn,beliefs, quoting their
(oval texts, restructuring their own lives

dance with their common goals.

.

." in accorc

"If the people themselves,

steeped ,in the traditional wisdom of their culture,- trans,

form the new ideas into new impressions of their way of
life then the dahgers of :Lack of spontaneity, falseness,

ripipulatiot and degradation can be avoided."
Goodenough, Cooperation in Change, pp. 106-108.
7 °Mead
p. 29c3.

Cultural Patterns` and Technical Change,

4/

Thus, a perennial question is:

"How can change

be introduced with such regard for the culture pattern
that human values are preserved?"71
Where prospects for changes in the institutional

structure to accommodate changes in individual aspirations
and needs appear to be slight, residents of the region

accepting new ideas and developing new drives may appear
to be in the position of getting all dressed up with no
place to go--pxcept to leave the region.

Given this

situation, one,might argue that if increased expectations
on the part of Appalachian people can not be accompanied
by increased accomplishments, it could contribute to
heightened frustrations and alienation.

Thus, the intro-

duction of new ideas into such a system could, in fact,

be dysfunctional.?
One of the things the programmer has to keep in

min

in bringing about change in the cultural value struc-

ture and life patterns of Appalachia is contained in the

judgment of Herman Kahn, "The question of how people are
to justify their lives on this earth is one of the most
crucial issues of the'last third of the twentieth century.
71

72

Ibid., p. VIT.

Lewis Donohew and Joanne M. Parker, "Impacts of
EducationE4 Change Efforts in Appalachia" (Las Cruces, New
Mexico, ERIC, March; 1970), p.
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No one has yet the Words
. How we view ourselves and our relatlonship

.

.

to.othors, the environment and the cosmos is what is
important

.

.

. rural development is about people, their

well being and what they can become." 7 4

.w.no...,1MM.I..p1.,rl-Wyl!I.O.

73
Herman Kahn and B.. Bruce Briggs, Things to Como,
(New York: McMillian Compciny, 1972) p. 79.
,

rit
Vames H. Copp, "Rural ',Sociology and Rural

DevelopmenW.Rural Soci:l.agy, Volume XXXVII, No. 4
(1)cember, 19727p. 519.

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
The research.hypotheses guiding the collection
and analysis of data were:

(1)

Appalachian cultural

values are reflected .in the educational programming of

extension agents in West Virginia; (2) the reflection of
Appalachian cultural values in the educational. programming
of extension agents is distinctive to West Virginia as
compared to non-Appalachian states; and (3) effective
educational programmers in West Virginia give greater
attention'to Appalachian cutural values than less effective educational programmers.

The general methodolOgical approach to the:testing
of these hypotheses, involved the use of two data collect-'

ing instruments designed specifically for this study.

A

Kluckholm (behavioral) type questionnaire based on behavior response to situations Dias used to assess the reflec-

tion of Appajachian cultural values in educational programming of extension agents.

The second instrument was

a Likert type attitudinal scale of eighteen items. designed

to measure the agents' endorsement of Appalachian values.
Both instrumants were aaminisbel A to extension agents in

Virginia, an Appafueman state; North Dakota, a rural
149

50

non-Appalachian state; and New Jersey, an urban non-

Appalachianstate.

Agent effectiveness in West Virginia

was assessed using a seventeen item job related ranking
guide covering four areas:. competency, leadership, relationships and professionalism.

Effectiveness. for each

item was rated' on a five point scale by field administrators.

The response to these instruments and a comparison
of responses to the instruments between states and groups

within the states of Wet Virginia, North Dakota, and NewJersey, constituted the major approach to data analysis.
41

The Sample

The samples included the total county field staff
of the Cooperative Extension Service froh, the states of

West Virginia, North Dakota, and New Jersey.

North Dakota

was selected in order to, compare value patterns of agents

from a non-Appalachian rural state with rural Appalachian
West Virginia.

At the same time, New Jersey was selected

in order to compare value patterns of agents from a nonAppalachian urban state with West Virginia;

Reasons for selecting Cooperative Extension Service
educators for the research included:

first, the Coopera-

,1Fieldstaff, as used in this research, consists
of county extension agents, predominately agriculture;
home demonstration, predominately home economics; and
youth e,gent;;.
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tive Extension Service program has demonstrated ability
and potential in effecting social change through its
voluntary participation based programs and provides,

therefore:a very appropriate sample for testing the
hypotheses.

Secondly, the Cooperative Extension Service

programs are statewide in scope, reaching a cross section

of societymen, women, and children, therefore county
extension agents located in every county in the state
Should more adequately reflect the cultural values of the
people in their programs., And, thirdly, more than twenty

years'of field experience as an extension agent in West
Virginia on the part of the researcher provides,a famil,
iarity with extension programs, agents,, and people of the

state, and the implications for practical application of
the research findings to extension programs.

Because of the manageable size, the entire population of the extension field staff was included in the
study.

In West Virginia one area wa

designated for pre-

testing.

The Instrument

The probleM was conceptualized in a context in
which culture was broadly conceived as a way of life and

,

the distinctive value structure guiding Appalachian behavior, reflecting the ontological and cosmological framework underlying the Appalachian way of lire. ,The Appa-

52

lachian value pattern forming the basis of the research
wqs conceived under the broad umbrella of traditionalism.
It cerisisted of three distinctive clusters:

(1) familiars,

neighborliness and love of home place; (2) individualism,
personalism, modesty, and sense of humor; and (3) religion.

As previously indicated the research instrument
consisted of a two part questionnaire designed to measure
.the endorsement and reflection of cultural values through

the professional attitudes and behavior of. extension agents.

The firSt part of the instrument consisted of a Likerttype attitudinal Scale of eighteen items designed to measure the degree of endorsement of Appalachian cultural
values.

Nine of these were interspersed-with nine values.

reflecting middle class American society.2'

The second part of the queStionnaire consisted of
a series'of nineteen behavioral situations3 common to
extension programming embodying the nine Appalachian
cultural values under study.

The situations were con-

structed using the behavforal model of Kluckholm and
Strodtbeck4 as a pattern.

Each c

the nine cultural values

was embodied in two separate behavioral situations.

The

-See Appandix 94 for Part: I of instrument.
3Soe Apoendix 96 for Par 1. II of instrument.
4'

Florenc,e Kluckholm tfid F. Strodtbeek 1961,

"VariaAn anthropological approach
used to mesucevlue.orenl:ations
five different
tions in V;~.1un 01-lente.tions."

culLucc.
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situational, statements representing the same value were

separated and'interypersed with other situations throughout this part of the questionnaire.

Respondents were given

alternative answers from which to.choose a behavioral response to each situation.

The correct response was the

behavior most supportive of the cultural value.

No

attempt was made to distinguish experienced froM projected
behavior.

The nineteen behavioral situations were con-

structed in consultation with specialists5 in Appalachian
culture.

Further development and refinement of the instrument involved a number of different-steps:

(1) four

groupings of extensio agents and. former extension agents
were selected :E'er extend d consultations.

Participants

were chosen on the basis of their establisivd competency,
experience, and familiarity viith the cultural patterns of
West Virginia'people.
.

Each behavioral situation was care-

fully reviewed and evaluated for relevancy with respect
to experience and value reflection; (2) comprehension
testing was then conducted with a small group of urban
extension 'home economists; and (3) validity testing with
a group of e:i!ght engineers of predetermined non-Appalachian

value orientation.

The instrument was revised and refined

'pecinlists included scholars in the
of
Study--apthropologist, sociologi_st, and Appalachian

recreher.
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following each SUCCOBSiVO testing.

A final pretest was

personally administered in an office situation to twentyfour field agents frOm six counties in the Charleston area.
Based upon the results of the pretest, the instrument was
reproduced in final form. 6
To measure agent effectiveness in West Virginia,
a five point'rating scale 7 was designed around a cluster

of seventeen job related activities reflecting competency,
leadership, relationships, and professionalism

A United

State's DepartrAent of Agriculture Extension five point

scale was used as a mode1.6

The instrument was revised

and refined in consultation with two field'administrators
and one state administrator.

Subsequently, the instrument

was approved by'thg Dean and Director of Extension and
staff administrators as the instrument 'for annual staff

evaluationin 1974 as well as for this research.
Data Collection

Understanding and legitimization of the research
we

accomplished through individualized consultation with

the Dean and Director of the Cooperative Extension Service
nd field adminfr;LreLors in West Virginia.
6

The Dean sub-

See Appendix 94 for instrument.

?See Appendix 103 for Agent Ranking. Guide,

CoopeviAive Extension Service, "Performance
PrOgram and Management Areas." U. S.
Dept. o.f Agriculture, Washington, D. C. (no date)

Review Crdtrla

.
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sequently legitimized the research with the Directors bf
Extension in Nortli Dakota and New Jersey, who in turn

legitimized it with their'field staff.

Administrative

coowation was excellent in the development and implementation of the study.

West Virginia data were collected through a personally administered questionnaire to 136 field staff
members, 86 per cent of the total West Virginia field
staff, at.five regularly scheduled area staff meetings
over a fiVe day period in November, 1973, with approximately thirty minutes allocated for questionnaire completion.
0.

Mail questionnaires were used to collect data from

North Dakota and New,Jersey.

Questionnaires were mailed

directly from" the Office of Research and Development,
0

4

West Virginia University, to 110 North Dakota field staff

members.9

Returns were:received from 96 respondents which

comprised an 87 per cent return

A letter legitimizing

the research Was sent to staff memberS by the Director of
Extension in North Dakota three days prior to their receiving the questionnaire.

In New Jersey, questionnaires were

mailed in bulk to the Director of Extension who fOrwarded-

them to 110 staff members accompanied by a legitimizing
_otter;

.Returns were received from 78 respondents which
9

Sce Appendix 109 1'014 letter accompanying mail

questionnaires to North Dakot.
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comprised a 70 per cent return.

4

Data for agent ranking were collected from field
administrators from the Office of the Dean.
Data Processing and Analysis,

Responses of the respondents in all samples as
well as the results of the ratings were coded and processed by the West Virginia University IBM 306 computer.
The Statistical. Program for Social. Sciences (SPSS) was

used to facilitate the summary and analysis of data.
SinCe all data were obtained from total field
agent population of the three study states, West Virginia,
North Dakota, and New Jersey, sampling statistics were
neither necessary or appropriate.

Consequently, compari-

son of means, frequencies, and percentages of response to
the questionnaire were utilized for analysis of differences
between states and between groups within states.
The first hypothesis was tested by determining
whether West Virginia agents were sensitive to Appalachian
cultural values through their responses to a series of

behavioral situational statements and an accompanying
five point attitudinal scale embodying specific cultural,
values.

Cross tabulations of responses with age,,sex,

fjeld of study, and tenure vp.n-c examined.

Comparisons

were made between the number of respondehts of the subyoups giving coroc:t 1116\ers to situational statements
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above the mean and those responding below the mean.
analysis, twp age groups were used:

For

under twenty-five

years and over thirty-Six years; tenure wasbroken by
agents under five years and over eleven years; field of
study was divided into two groups:

agriculture and home

,

economics fields and education and social sciences fields.
Item analysis was made on situational behavioral statements to determine which cultural values were supported
by the data.

The second hypothesis was' tested by comparison'of

responses of agents from West Virginla with agent responses
from North Dakota and New Jersey.

Total acCumulated

scores on the five point .attitddinal'scalWand total cor
rect answers to situational: behavioral questions were
used for comparison.

Cross tabulations were run on the

total correct answers against age, sex, field of study,
and tenure.

Item analysis was. made on individual situa-

tional behavioral questions to determine which cultUral,

values were supported by North Dakota, which were supported by New Jersey, and the variable influence on-each.
Two geographically extreme.

compared in the

of West Virginia was

:?.me manner "to.determUle the varying

'clegreos of cultural value influence within- the state.

To test the thArd hypothesis, findings on agent
ratinzs were divided into thn:e groups:
average, and less effective.

effective,

Cross tabulations were
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run en the ratings of the effective group anc

the ratings

of the less effective group against'the total accumulated
score; on the five point attitudinal scale an

total cor-

rect rapponses to behavioral situational questions, as
well as against individual items on the behaviore,
tional, instrument.

situa-

Cross tabulations of agent effective-

.

ness were run against age, sex, field of study, and tenure.

CHAPTER IVa.

FINDINGS

For ease of analysis the total\West Virginia group
was dichotomized into sub groupings.

Age diStribution was

broken into a young group, under 25 years, and; an older
group, over 36:years.

Field .of study Was divided into a

group made up of agri,culture and home economics trained

agents and a second group trained in less traditional
fields of education and social sciences.

Tenure distribu-

tion was divided into a low group, agents with five or

less years' experience, and a high group, agents with

eleVen or morn years' experience./
With respect to the cultu'al data, the total West
Virginia
group was divided on the basis of correct answers
.r"
to situational questions into

high and a low group.

The high group designated those with eleven or more
(mean 10.6) correct answers and the'low group designated
those with ten or less correct answers'.

The summary Of the attitudinal scale was divided
on the basis of djstribution'of.total accumulated scores
to Appalachian values interspersed in the scale into a
hi gh and a:low group.

The high froup designated those
59
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with thirty 7-four or more points (mean 34.3) and the low

group designated those with thirty-three or less/points.,
Table 1 provides a broad picture of the samples
used in the research.

The data indicate a much hig er

percentage of agents in the 25 years and under group in
Wost Virginia (22.8%) and in North Dakota (18.8%) than in

New Jersey (1.3%).' Highly correlated with age is tenure
where Now Jersey indicates less agents (28:2%) with under
five years' experience compared. to West Virginia (45.6%)

and North Dakota (49.0%).
Al]. states have a greater percentage of male

agents; how6vcr, North Dakota (70.8%) and New Jersey
(60.3%) show a much larger group than West Virginia
(55.9%).

CorrespondiTy, North Dakota (62.5%) and New

Jersey (38.5%) show more agriculture trained agents than
West Virginia (28.7%),'while West Virginia (29.4%) shows
larger, groups trained in education than North. Dakota

(5.2%) and New Jersey (25.03).

West Virginia agents

;have a significantly larger group holding masters degrees
.(58.8%) compared 'to North Dakota (18.8%) and New Jersey
(48.7%).

Of the l36 agents constituting the West Virginia
sample, 89.0

are native to West Virginia, 8.1% are native

Lo the App:Tichian area, and only 2.9

are non - Appalachian.
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TABLE 1

PROFILE uP AGENTS IO'WEST VIRGINI4 NORTH DAKOTA,
AND NEI; JERSEY BY AGE, SEX, FIELD OF STUDY,:
TENURE, POSITION, AND HIGHEST DEGREE
Went Virginia
(N.136)

N. Dakota
(N =96)

N..

Jersey

(N=78)

Age

25 years and
under
26 - 35 years
36 years and
over

22.8%
26.5

18.8%

50.0

43.8

55.9

70.8

3.6.5

Sex

MRle
Female

60.3

28.1

38.5

28.7
25.0
29.4
13.2

62.5

38.5

27.1

25.-6

5.2
2.1

25.6

Tenure
Under 1 year
2 - 5 years
6 - 10,years
11 - 20 years
21 and over

11.8
33.8
11.8
19.9
10.3

12.5
36.5
10.4
24.0
10.3

Highest Degree,
Bachelor

40.4

81.3

58.8

18.8

50.0
48.7

36.0

63.5
27.1

62.8
24.4

4$.1.

Field. of Study

Agriculture
Home Economics
Education
.Social Sciences

Master
Position
County Agent
Home Demonstration Agent
4-H Ag(4nt

24.3
30.9

2.1.

9.0
0.0

28..2

10.3
38.5
19.2

9.0
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Table 2 indicates the degree, of sensitivity of

West Virginia agents to Appalachian cultural values embodied in the nineteen. professional behavioral statements.

Of the group., (aver half (53.6%) of the agents

responded correctly to eleven or more of the behavioral
statements, accounting for 58% of all correct answers.

Less than half of the agents'06%4%) responded with fewer
than eleven correct answers, accounting for the remaining
42% of correct resy3onses.

The data indicate that West

Virginia agents generally tend to be sensitive to and take
into account Appalachian cultural values in educational
programming,

This is especially so in the Individualism

value cluster where 'Personalism (89%),

Sense of Humor

(71%) and Modesty (60%) came through strong.

Traditional-

ism (66%) and Familism (61%) also received substantial
response.

The influence of age which is highly correlated
with tenure and thus reflects experience in extension'

programs is, as one would expect, generally related to
sensitivity to cultural values°, 'The data indicate that
the older (36 years and over), more experienced. agents

in West Virginia are more sensitive to the cultUral values
embodied in the professional behavioral statements than
tho youflger (25 years or less), less experienced agents,
1

Por cent of the correct response to situational
state4ents were utilized.

-100.0%

I

l00.0%

Total

51.6%

46.4%

Low

48.4%

53.6%

(N-31)

0

100.0%

39.7%

60.3%

(N=68)

Age-

High

(N.136)

W. Va.

100.0%

44.7%

55.3%

(N =76)

M

48.3%

51.7%

(N=60)

F

100.0%

Sex

100.0%.

46.6%

53.4%

(N=73)

100.0%
.

41.4%

58.6%

(N=58)

Field of Study
Education
Agriculture
Social
Sciences
Home Economics

ENDORSEMENT OF APPALACHIAN CULTURAL VALUES AMONG WEST VIRGINIA
AGENTS AS MEASURED BY SITUATIONAL STATEMENTS BY AGE,
SEX, AND FIELD OF STUDY

TABLE 2
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Thus the relatively substantial proportion of West Virginfh agents (22.8%) under 25 years of age and limited
experience tend to depress or have a leveling --out effect
upon the demonstrated sensitivity of West. Virginia agents
.

as a whole to Appalachian cultural values.

This would

tend to support the conterNon tht training of young
agents, even native to Wesi\Virginia, would be important
to rationally sensitize them to the cultural values of
Appalachia.

The data indicate very little difference in
sensitivity to the cultural values on the part of Male
(55.3% correct answers) and female (51.7% correct answers) agehts as a whole.

However, significant dif-

ferences do emerge on sensitivity to specific cultural
values.

Male agents exhibit greater sensitivity to the

values:

Sense of Humor (62.2% vs. 39.7%), Modesty (64.5%

vs. 53.3%), Individualism (59.2% vs. 39%), and Neighborliness (59.2% vs. 45.8%); while female agents demonstrate
greater sensitivity to the value, Love of Home Place
(50.0% vs. 33.8%).

Sensitivity to the value of Religion

was divided with males strong on one question and females
on the other.

With respect-to field of study, agents were
grouped by educational background into two groups

:

the

traditional ae]ds of study, agriculture and home economics comp .cod to the less traditional field's of study
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of education and social sciences.

On the whole the two

groups showed little difference in their sensitivity to

cultural values by the percentage of correct answers:
some slight advantage in favor of,education and social
science training (58.6% vs. 53.4%).

HoWever interesting

differences in degi'ee of sensitivity appeared in relation

to specific cultural values.

Agents with more traditional

training in the fields of agriculture and home economics
showed Greater sensitivity to the cultural valUes Familism
(57,1% vs. 51.8%), love of Home Place (92.5% vs. 28.6%)
and Religion (47.1% vs. 29.3%).

On the other hand, 6gents

whose fields of study were in education andthe social
sciences displayed greater sensitivity to the cultural
values Traditionalism (46.6% vs. 27.1%), NeighborlinesS
(58.7% vs. 47.1%) and M6tiesty (41.4% vs. 31.9%).

Table 3 indicates the degree of endorsement of
West Virginia agents to the nine cultural values included
in the attitudinal scale.

Of the total group, 58.9% of

.

the agents indiCated signifiCant endorsement and scored
more than thirty- -four out of a possible forty-five points
on the fiVe point attitudinal 'scale accounting for' 57.0%

of the total accumulated scores.

41.1% of the agents

scored/less than 34 points, accounting for 43,0% of the

accumuMted score,

The data indicate that West Virginia

agents generally endorse Appalachian cultural values in
educational programming.

Significant high endorsement

100.0%

41.1%

Low

Total

58.1%

58.9%

High

100.0%

60.9%

(N=31)

Age

(N=136)

Y

----T---W. Va.

"

-

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

33.3%

,66.7%

'52.6%

41.9%
47.4%

(N=60)

(N=76)

(N=67)

39.1%

F

M

0

Sex

'

100.0%

100.0%

48.3%

51.7%
65.8%

34.2%

(N=58)
(N=73)

Field of Study
Education
Agriculture
Social
Sciences
Home Economics

ENDORSEMENT OF APPALACHIAN CULTURAL VALUES AMONG WEST VIRGINIA
AGENTS AS MEASURED BY ATTITUDINAL. SCALE BY AGE.
SEX, AND FIELD Cr STUDY

TABLE 3
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was found in the Individualism value cluster where responses in the two top categories, very importhnt and
somewhat important, scores on Personalism (95.5%), Sense
of Humor (95.6%), and Independence (90.4%), along with
Neighborliness (96.3%) ranked high.

Modesty (56.6%),

FamiliSm (52.9%), and Religion (51.4%) also received
substantial scores.

(See Table 4, page 6B.)

While West Virginia.agents endorsed the Appalachian values, data indicate they also endorsed six Of
the nine mainstream American valUes interspersed with
the nine Appalachian values making up the attitudinal
scale with a mean score falling in the two top categories,
very important and somewhat important.

This would indi-

cate that agents working in Appalachia seem to be acculn.
turated to a bicultural environment.

The data indicatd that older agents (58.1%)
reflect greater endorsement of the Appalachian cultural
values interspersed in the attitudinal scale than younger
less experienced agents (41.9%).

Female agents (66.7%)

appear to be more sensitive to the cultural values than
male agents (52.6%).

It would also seem that agents

trained in agriculture and home economics (65.8%) were
more sensitive than those agents trained in education
and social sciences (51.7%).
Tn fl-;ump-lry, the data from both the attitudinal

v:ale and the professional behavioral situational state-

I

'

.

7.4%
48.5
65.4
54.4
15.4
16.9
75.0
5.9
17.6

Very
Important
18.4%
41.9
30.1
41.2
41.2
36.0
21.3
12.5
33.8

Important

'Somewhat

47.8%
8.8
3.7
2.9
29.4
32.4
3.7
30.9
34.6

Moderately
important

21.3%
0.7
0.7
-1.5
11.0
11.0
0.0
42.6
11.8

,--

,

Not
Important

0.0
8.1
2.2

2.9

5.1%
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.2

Uhirm rtant

*The mean score was based on a I (very important) to 5 (unimportant) scale.

2.L,

-

11.e,_
4 0-on
_,_

,

2.9
1.6
1.3
1.5
2.4
2.4
1.2
3.3

Mean*
Score

Traditionalism
individualism
Personalism
Sense of Humor
Modesty
Familism
Neizhborliness
Love of Home race

_

.

ENDORSEMENT OF APPALACHIAN CULTURAL VALUES BY WEST VIRGINIA
AGENTS AS MEASURED BY ATTITUDINAL-SCALE

TABLE 4
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ments indicate West Virginia extension agents tend to be
sensitive to Appalachian cultural values and take them
into Considore:ion in edUCational programMing, thereby
supportinA the first hypothesis.

Greatest sensitivity appears to be:related to the
Individualism cluster of cultural values:

Personalism,

(d Modesty, Sense of Humor, and Individualism.

'Sensitivity

is also demonstrated for the Familism.cluster:

Familism,

Neighborliness and Love-of Home Place as well as Traditionalism and Religion but to a lesser degree.

The data also indicate the degreeof sensitivity,
to Appalachian cultural values is, considerably influenced

by age and tenure of agents with the older, more experienced agents generally indicating greater sensitivity
to the cultural values.

Sensitivity was also somewhat

influenced by sex of the agent as well as field of ,study
in relationship to specific cultural. values.

The data further indicate that West Virginia agents',

while strongly endorsing-Appalachian cultural values, also
endorse mainstream American values thus giving support to
the theory that Appalachian people function in a bicultural environment.

Dividing the North Dakota and New Jersey data on

the name critclja as the West Virginia group previously
;ibed, Table 5 (sec follovTing page) compares the
sensitivity of :-..gents in West Virginia, North Dakota, and
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TABLE 5

ENDORSEUENT OV APPALACHIAN CULTURAL VALUES AMONG
WEST VIRGINIA, NORTH DAKOTA, AND NEW JERSEY
AGENTS AS MEASURED BY SITUATIONAL
STATEMENTS

Mean
Correct Responses
10.6

\\

\

W. Va.
(N=136)

N. Dakota

N. Jersey

(N=96)

(N=78)

11 or more correct
responses

53.8%

39.5

32.1%

10 or less correct
responses

46,4

60.5

65.5

New Jersey to Appalachian cultural values as measured by
their response to the behavioral situation instrument.
The data indicate West Virginia agents (53.8%),. display

considerably greater sensitivity to Appalachian cultural
values than agents from rural North Dakota (39.5%), or

urban New Jersey (32.1%) in the number who responded correctly to eleven or more of the behavioral situational
statements.

Thus data would appear to give rather sub-

stantial support to the second hypothesis indicating the
continuing existence in West Virginia of a distinctive
Appalachir)n cultural value pattern.

Additional supportive evidende is found in Table 6
;here the inaurinao of age and tenure in extension work
inr.lienie(1.

(Sae following page.)

The data appear t,

:indicate a ro atiombhi,p between sensitivity to Appalachian

.

.

Ed.

Field of Study
Ag. - H.E.

Female

Ma' e

Sex

Age
25 and undei
26 - 35
36 and over

53.4
58.6

55.3
51.7

48.4%
45.9
60.3

High

W. Va.
(N =136)

46.6
41.4

44.7
48.3'

51.6%
54.1
39.7

Low

I
.

40.7
28.6

38.2
40.7

38.9%
38.9
40.5

\

'71.4

59.3

61.8
29.3

61.1%
6f.1
59.5

Low

407

30.0

44.7
16.7

36.8

0.0%

High

Low

70.0
59.3

55.3
83.3

63.3

100.0%

(N=78)

(N =96)

High

N. Jersey

N. Dakota

ENDORSEMENT OF APPALACHIAN VALUES AMONG WEST VIRGINIA,.NORTH DAKOTA,
AND -NEW JERSEY AS MEASURED BY SITUATIONAL STATEMENTS BY AGE,
SEX, AND FIELD OF STUDY
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cultural values and 9ga oqd years of experience in extension programming for WestJ Virginia agents but not for
North Dakota or New Jersey agents.

Older, more experienced

West Virginia agents over 36 years of age display a
markedly greater sensitivity (60.3%), toiApFalachian
cultural values, than do younger less experienced agents
(48.4%), under 26 years of age, while there 16 little or

no difference on the part of North Dakota and,New Jersey.
agents.

This would seem to indicate where Appalachian

cultural values exist, West Virginia extension agents,
.through programming experience, grow in sensitivity to

them and give them greater consideration iD educational
programming.

Conversely, where they do not exist, neither

program experience or age will contributeS to heightened

senitivity.
Cultural values which tend to be more distinctly
Appalachian as indicated by a comparison of the sensitivity of West Virginia and North Dakota agents are:
from,Ine. Individualism cluster, Personalism 77,9% (W. Va.)
vs. 47.97') (North Dakota) and Modesty 59.6% (ii. Va.) vs.

5:).0% (North Da'.ota); from the Familism cluster, Neighbor,

liness 52.2/ (W. Va.) vs. 37.5

of Home Place'O.

(NorUh Dakota) and Love,

vs. 74.036 (North Dakota), as well as

(W: Va.) vs. 17.7% (North i);.)kota).

Cultural valuo3 which tend to be more distinctly.

Appalachian ca indited by a comparison of the sensi-
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tivity of West Virginia and Now Jersey agents are:

from

the Indavidualism cluster, in addition to Persohalism

77.9

(W. Va.) vs. 46.2% (New JerseK), and Modesty 59.6%

(W. Va.) vs. 26.9% (New Jersey) as wasI the case with

North Dakota agents, Sense of Humor 71.3% (W. Va.) vs.
56.4% (Now Jersey) shows. up.

From the. Familism cluster,

in addition to Neighborliness 52.2% (W/. Va.) vs. 46.1%

(New Jersey) as was the case with North Dakota, Familism

61.0% (W. Va.) vs. 30.8% (New Jersey) emerges and replaces Love of Homo Place which show very 'little difference.

Traditionalism 66.2% (W. Va.) vs. 28.2% (New

Jersey) shows up strongly instead of Religion which shows
1Lttle diCforence.

Values showing distinct differences between North
Dakota and New Jersey include:

Sense of Humor 72.9%

(North Dakota) vs. 56.4% (New Jersey), Traditionalism

60.4% (North Dakota) vs. 28.2% (New Jersey), and Familism
65.6% (North Da ota) vs. 30.8% (New Jersey).

These dif-

.Porenees may be accounted for in reflecting variations
_ill rural and urban society.

On a comparative basi:;, the data indicate the

cultural values Personalism and Modesty from the Indi7iduali.sm cluster, and Neighborliness from the Familism
eluL;Lur emerge as; those moat apt to he distinctly Appa-

lachian, while S;;3(2 of Humur, Familism, Love of Home
Traditiona]ism, and fteligion are partially dis-
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tinetive of the region frU

sta-6o s

that are predominately

rural or urban in nature..

As indicatel previously the heterogeneous nature
of West Virginia and the= Appalachian region with its
cultural variability. makes c3eth' cut empirical identifi-

cation of a -disilnctive Appala6hian culture in total
extremely difficult.

The extent to which the cultural

underlay pqrmeates daily activities varies widely through.

out the region.

A pFilile ezample of the cultural vari-

i

ability is shown in 141;le 7 where' the response pattern

of.agents in the Beckley Area of West Vi,iTinia are cdin-

pared to those of the Morgantown Area
) TABLE 7

ENDORSEMENT OF APPALACHIANSULTURAL VALUES'
?WONG MORGANTOWN AREA AND BECKLEY AREA
AGENTS AS MEASURED BY SITUATIONAL ,'
STATEKENTS AND ATTITUDINAL SCALE.
.......

L7.

fleeliley Area

MorgantoWn Area

(11,21)

(N2)i)

Low

High

Low

S1t6,Ititona

statement

57.1%

42,9%

37.5 ,

62.5%

66.7

33.3

06.7

33.3

At ti Lu:linaL
sctle

The ti:Jekley Areal is composed of eight; cou.ntie8 (Fayette,
Gz

obriQr, McDo,,,;(:;11, Mercer,

MArtroe,.

RaleigNi/Suoirrters,
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and WyomfgYin the southern part of the state which lie
in the central region of Appalachia.

The Morgantown Area

is composed of eleven counties (Brooke, Doddridge, Hancock, Harrison, Marion, Marshall, Monongalia, Ohio,
Prestonl*Taylor, and Wetzel) in the northernmost part of

the state which lie in the northern region of Appalachia.:
Population in these counties isiconeentrated in the highly
industralized Monongalia and Ohio river valleys tributary
to Pi t tsburgh.

The response pattern of West Virginia agents in

th(;*Beckley area, 57.W, more closely approxim4e that of
the total West Virginia response, 53.8%, while the response pattern of West Virginia agents in the Morgantown
area, 37.5%, more closely approximates the response pattern of agents in North Dakota, 39.5%, and New Jersey,
;.-$

_./..1

Itis precisely this degree of intrastate

.culr

tural variability thattieads to misunderstanCling of the

nature of Appalachia and increases the difficulty of
educrtional progra;Aming.

Tho attitudinal scale showed Jittle difference
In the emlorseivient of Appalachthn cul tural. values between

West Vireinia, North Dakota, and New Jersey.

It would

appear that on the theoreticat Iwo', as measured by the

aLtitUdi_nal Seale,

1:110 Wilt

of Personalism, Sense 'of

*1,

Minor, Neifphorliness, Modesty, and Familism are universally endorsed.

Greater seasitivity was shown by
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West; Virginia agents than North Dakota and New Jersey
agents to Traditionalism and Love of. Home Place.

Greater

sensitivity was also noted by West Virginia and North
Dakota agents to individualism and Religion as opposed
to Now Jersey.

While West Virginia agents were consistent in
their endorsement of App4lachian values in response to

both the attitudinal scale and the behavioral statemg0s,
less consistency was noted in North Dakota and "New Jersey.
This would indicate thaifi'esponses on the attitudinal

scale reflect the socially accepted

ectations while

the situational
statements more nearl , reflect the be_
havior of the agents where it has been a part of the
agents' experience.

In summary, comparison of the data measuring the
sensitivity of extension agents in West Virginia, North.

Dakota, and New Jersey to the cultural values embodied
LP the professional behavioral situation instrument tend

to s4port the second hypothesis.
The cultural values of the individualism cluster,

lersonalisM and M9desLy,'and Neighborliness from the
clustUr appear to be the most distinctively
Appalachian

vhila -.1enso of Humor from the Individualism

Fiqitism and Love of Ifbme Place from the Familism

eiuster, together with Traditionalism and Religion, show
up to 1)) r.omewh;tt, less distinctively Appaif ;hian.
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The data also indicate the degree of cultural
variability as measured by responses to the situational

statements wiTin West Virginia tends to be as great as
between West Virginia and the non-Appalachian states of
North Dakota and Now Jersey.
ResponSe to cultural values as measured by the
ti

attitudinal scale indicates little difference between
West Virginia, North Dakotal, and New Jersey agents.

-

The level of professional performance of West
Virginia extension agents are measured by the total score
received on the t[;ent Ranking Guide as judged by the

respective Area Division Leaders.

Agents receiving an

accumulated score of 70 or above were classified as the
more effective group (45.4%) -while agents scoring 56 or

below (23.8%) were classified as the less effective
group., The remaining portion (30.8%) of agents scored
in the middle or median group.

Only when the data was divided into age groups,
closely correlated with tenure, do we find a significant
relationship between effectiveness and endorsement of
cultural_ values among West Virginia agents.

Table 8 (see

next page) in6icates the extent of relationship between
nge of agent:: ena effectiveness of performance.

Younger

c;ents (under 2!) years of ego) were ranked evenly 50% in

the less effective group end 50
group.

in the more effective

As age increases, the proportion of agents ranked
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TABLE 8

PERFORMANCE EFFECTIVENEA, OF WEST VIRGINIA AGENTS
BY 'AGE

Effectiveness
Less
N.31

More
....MY.

.Age

Under 25 years

50.0%

50.0%

42.3

57.7

30.5

69.5

18.4

82.6

(N=18)

26 - 35
(N=26)

36 - 45
(N,723)

46 and over

1

(Ne--2-3)

in the more effective group tends to increase and the proportion in the less effective group tends to decrease.
Older agents (46 years and over) have the highest proportion, 82.6%, ranked in the more effective performance
group and the smallest, proportion, 18.4%, ranked in the

Jess effective performance group,
When the added factor of professional experience
ask indica'Ced by tenure or years of service, Table 9, is

.

taken into contlideraLion, an important Vattern begins to

The data indicate he exitence of'substantJal
in Lc

between age, tenure, and effectiveness;
perCormanee.

Ft.o41 all indications older,
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more experionc(A agmts tend to he the most effective
educational programmers.

Looking at just the older and younger age groups
a relaLionship between effectiveness, and cultural values:

begin; to emerge.

Substance to .this finding is.provided.

in Table 10 where the older, more experienced, more

effective agents are compared to the younger, Mess expe-

rienced, less effective agents in terms of sensitivity' to

the cultural values embodied in the prdfessional behavior
situations and accumulated score on the Appalachian
values on the attitudinal scale.

TALE lo
ENDORSEMENT OF ;APPALACHIAN CULTURAL VALUES AMONG
WEST VIRGINIA AGENTS BY EFFECTIVENESS AND
AGE GROUP AS MNASUREI) BY THE SITUATIONAL
STATEMENTS AND ATTITUDINAL SCALE

Age - Effectiveness
Under 25 Years
Over 45 Years
(N-31)

High

3

Low

(N=34)

High

Low

torrect responses
to situational.

sLatements

48.4%

51.6V,

64.7%

35.3%

58.1.

41.9

70.5

29:5

Arumulated score
on atLitudj.nal

scole (ApwAaohlan wAue:;)

A total of 64.7

6f the older, more- experienced, more of-
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fective agents responded correctly to eleven or more of
the professional behavioral statements, compared to
48.4% of the
agents.

yourd;ier,

less experienced, less effective

Likewise, 70.5% of the older, more effective

agents scored 34 or above on the attitudinal scale
measuring endorsement of Appalachian cultural values
compared to 58.1% for the younger, less effective agents.
The data thus appear to give support to hypothesis three
that more effective agents tend to show greater sensitivity and give more consideration to Appalachian cultural values in educational programming.

'Appalachian cultural values which tend to receive

greater.considera0on on the part of older, more effective

agents in extension pro&amming than by younger, less
effective agents are:

(1) From the individualism cluster,

Sense of Humor 19.4% vs. 48.3%, Modesty 67.6%,,**. 51.6%,

Personalism 82.4% vs. 74.,2%, and Individualism 42.4% vs.

29.0%; (2) From the Familism cluster, Familism 62.5% vs.
51.7%, Love of Home Place 93.5% vs. 82.8%, and Neighborliness 85.3% vs. 80.6%; and (3) Religion 47.1% vs. 33.3%.
In summary, the data appear to indicate a subrJanLiai degree of rolationshlp between agents' age,
tenure, and cffecLiveness of performance in West Virginia.
Older, more experi onr:cd agents tend to he more effective
in

profess

experience.

performance then younger agents with less
Older, more experLenced, more effective
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agents tend to be more sensitive and give greater con/

sideration to Appalachian cultur'al values in extension
educational programming.

Appalachian cultural Values

receiving more consideration from older, more experienced,
more effective extension agents were:

from the Indi-

vidualism cluster, Personalism, Individualism, Modesty,
and Sense of Humor; from the Familism clUster, Familism,
Neighborliness, and Love Of. Home Place; and Religion.

.

4

4

ti

CHAPTER V
IMPLICATIONS'

Implications for Training
In vie,t of the findings of the research indicating

the continuing existence of an Appalachian subculture in
varying degrees throughout West Virginia and the association among age; tenure, and effqctiveness of extension
agents' performance and sensitivity to Appalachian cultural values, several implications for training of educational progratmersfbecome apparent.

It is to be under-

stood, however; that alternate interpreVutions of the
data could lead.to implications other than those presented
here.
.

From the position of this researcher, it appears

as though the process of education for native Appalachians
tends to change their value pattern in the direction of
society, desensitizing them on the rational
level to their native subculture.

Over a period of years,

e:.!prience in eductional programming in,Appblachia tends
to restore a sensitivity to the cultural values on a
functional programmtrLg level.

By appropriate training

/

it is believed the Troceof resensitizing to AppaTachian
83

cultural values and their influence in educational programming could appreciably enhance the effectiveness of
agent pqrformance in a shorter period of time.
1.

An understanding and recognition of the-oul,

tural values of clientele of educational programmers is

to be seen as one aspect

f the total educational process.

Sensi':ivity to the value

atterns held by local people

is foundational to accepta ce and to the development of
relationships necessary to provide a bridge for education.
Training designed to fit educational prograths into the

cultural context of the recpients-is seen as necessary
for effective educational p ogramming:2.

Training in the i dentification and under-

standing of the subculture -.- ts heterogeneous character

and variation throughout the

tate and_the transitional

nature of. a subculture and va ying degrees in the extent

of adjustment under the press re of a dominant mainstream
culture with consequent bicultUrba adjustments rand pat-

terns of living on the part ofinative residents.
3.

Development of:

(

) a healthy respect and

'appreciation of Appalachian cultural values, eliminating

any tendency toward a condescending or patronizing attitude;

(b) un(ler3Landng of the adjustments that Appala-

chian re3idenLr, are undectspin,l; and why they resist giving

) their old ways; (c).Alt;ht into what Affalachiun cul-

Lure m# have to contvibute to mainstream society.

05

Training of this type has implications beyond
'the cooperatJve extension servict, embi"acing the employees

of private and public agencies involved in educational
and developmental activities in West Virginia, as well, as
in-migrants. who choose to live and work in this rural
state.

Further, the introduction of cultural training

of this nature in the undergraduate curriculum of higher
education institutions preparing,educators and other
professional personnel to worl.''in the state Would seem

desirable.

Consideration of cultural factors in the recruitment 'and assignment of personnel, in the varying cultural

situations to be found across the estate would appear
relevant.

Implications for Further Research
In addition to replication and refinement 6f this
research, findings of this and other research point up
the need for additional 'study, to broaden understanding of

Appalachian culture as it exists today.

Further research

is indicated in the following areas:
1.

The process of cultural change to enlarge

understanding of (a) which Appalachian cultural values
ueo most re,sistant to change and why, (b) 'those cultural

v'aucs least resistant, and (c) the time period and circumstances most conducive Lo change.
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PART I

Ingtructiong

4
f.

:Following Is a list ofpersonal,characterWties.

How important do
.

you-think each.of these, is for suceessfol functiOning as an extension agent?

Check one blank for each characteristic listed."
a.

b.

-----

c.

#

---1---,-

d

io*

d.
.

e.

.

.

Very

. Somewhat
important

Noderate,b0

Important

Inffiftant,

'Nary

Not,

Important'

'

'Unimportant,

4
1.
AGGRF.SSIW- ahsertIvol pushy-

C.

a. 11.16/01.

2.

SELF
ASSURED
...

sett Confident, believes in own ability

x.
3.

d.

b.

d.

,or

e.

r

FORWARD
,.00RINC - anticipateS, looks,,to the future
I.....me.

4..

b.

;

C.

'

d.

,

e.

/

.% niGHJIORLYr takes time to be friendly
b.

5:

INDEPEND4NT

c.

e.

d.

Self reliant, resourceful, stands an own two feet,
b,

d.

.c,

q.
1

6.

1Zti1,IC1UUS -

han

I.

aA,totking faith
b.

BUSIES.

LIKE-- makes every minute count, highly efficient

a,

b.

e.

'c.

8., .1,:,(1pFsj - unpretentious, unnssuvliq, not pushy
b.
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,
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laugh at self and,others

9.

a.

b.

,,
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4o. ,rxAmy ORIENTED

stto4g, relationships to family and

a.

-\11.

ftagbvtre

e,

0.

kin

IN0111

.1...a

e.,

order1y% perfOrins tasks in apreseribed yhy,

0.
12,

ORCZANIZATION ORIENTED

13.

-organisatioa Is nost Important

b.-

a.

RESPECT FOR TRADITION

'''

,....

b.

_b

b.

0.

C.

e.

c.

d,

0 -

,

ROA ,IES --strona attraction to'pl,ceyhere born and reared
4.

18.

e.

mksoN ORIENTED - relationships uith peof110 are most important
a.

17.

d.

e.

FLUENT - speaks easily, articulates yell
a.,

16.

e.

d.

COHPETITIVE ,:-likes to competeuith other:people
a.

'1_,

t.

folloviull'established,vvs
b.

14.

4

e.

01ERA-ON - fnactIpas veil in bureaucratic system,
a,

b.

Sc.

111

d.

e.
,
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rtntructfous
.
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1-0* ouch statement ands check ( ) the answer which hest; reflects
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-you would take.
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Be sure to check only'otle,:blank following each statement.

Please foal

freo to comment..

You 'have been reviewing prospective job applicants for a program aide
S.

I+

to work in a communt y in your county where there in ,a fam.ily with

substantial InflUence.

All thine,s being ati.641,:wriuld you,cbniider

.. it advantngeous to, em loy a meMbpof this family?
Yes

.

S -- No
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Commentt
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couple,
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without any close
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beep,
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self spporting over Clio years
Wicause of an extended illness and
:
4 1.
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